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Preface 

 We all have our reasons for choosing this eBook. Whether it’s to start a new 

business; increase growth and sales; learn how to achieve your goals; or maybe you’re 

just looking for a good read. I am here to tell you that no matter where you are or 

where you came from you are at the right place. I once heard from a wise millionaire 

that ‘it’s not about where you are right now, it’s about where you are going’. To add to 

his wisdom, I’d like to say that it’s also important to understand why you are where you 

are today so you won’t ever have to be here again. 

 In this eBook we dive into a few simple yet powerful habits that YOU can get 

started on today to achieve ANYthing you desire. I believe you will be Amazed to see 

how easy being successful really is. All you have to do is … START. We hope you enjoy 

reading this eBook as much as we enjoy helping you reach your goals. Thank you for 

your support. For more information about us and for more encouraging eBooks like 

this one visit us at www.JamisonGavin.com and www.CourtneyGavin.com. Enjoy! 
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Introduction 

 I wrote this e-book to show young dreamers the success you desire can be attained. 

When I say young most people think that I mean people in their 30s or younger, but in 

reality what I mean by “young” is young positive energy. When I began my journey to 

success I knew exactly what I wanted. In my 20s, specifically before age 25, I knew my 

desire was to have an income of more than $84,000 a month (for my mathematicians, 

accountants, and financiers that is an income of $1 million a year). I never knew how I 

was going to get there but what I did know was that I would arrive before my deadline. 

 

 To give a little background on myself much more than what I would normally 

disclose in regular conversation is I started my very first business when I was 12 years 

old. I mowed lawns in East Atlanta - Decatur Georgia in my neighborhood and 

community using a 2 wheel self-propelled mower my father had in his garage. I was 

paid $50 - $75 per lawn.  This was my first time actually learning what money could 

actually do for me. Before I knew it I had more business than I could possibly handle for 

a 12-year-old who was also playing soccer on the Olympic Development Team. During 

this time my father began to teach me the structure of a business and how to conduct 

proper business with clients. I created my first invoice, billed my clients in the mail and 

expected payment on a Net 15 basis. At the time I didn’t understand what “Rich” really 
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was and honestly at 12 years old I was just happy to play soccer for the Olympic 

Development Team while making money to buy the things I enjoyed.  

 Fast-forward a few years to 17 years old and I’m headed into college. I can 

remember one of the biggest arguments I had with my parents. All I wanted to do at 

the time in life was to play soccer. Well not just to play soccer, but to play at the 

highest level professionally while make a great living financially (Wealth). You see I 

wanted to go to Brazil, live in the slums or on the streets, and work my way up from a 

one-way ticket to Rio with a soccer ball and two pairs of soccer boots. I was mentally 

prepared and very focused on my goal.    

 My junior year I transferred to the third-largest University in the nation at the time 

humbled and respecting my opportunity. I was very ambitious and was shooting for the 

stars. I figured if I played at a large school the chances of a professional coach or scout 

seeing me would be much greater than playing at a smaller school. I can remember my 

time at this university like it was yesterday. The first two weeks I arrived on campus for 

training I got extremely sick, some type of stomach flu or virus. This initially gave the 

impression that I was out of shape. Two weeks later with no stomach flu I was 

performing well and in great condition. As time went on other things began to come 

up; more sickness, more problems, more issues. But through every obstacle I pushed 

through, I shined, I performed in practice, I out-performed in workouts, and I was 
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always in the top five for conditioning workout records. But no matter what I did I was 

walking an uphill battle with a giant school bus pulling me down.  

 I continued to fight, in fact, I fought to the very end and I stood up for the morals 

and beliefs I felt my fellow teammates deserved. What I didn't know then but I know 

now is that when you stand up for the things that you believe in ethically and morally, if 

that battle is against the one person that can change your life in an instant, that battle 

may already be lost before you even begin the fight. Due to the stress, the constant 

battles and constant obstacles I was placed with I went from a 3.8 GPA to a 2.0 – all C’s 

my first semester at this college. I was devastated by this and I account this as my first 

major failure.  

 I will never forget the day the choice was made by the teams coaching staff to 

remove me from the team because of my grades. I fought in that meeting stating 

multiple times there were other student-athletes on the team with worse GPAs than I 

had that semester. In fact the rules stated that I could still play on the team as long as I 

brought my grades up the next semester. This stunned the coaches but it alone was 

not strong enough to change their decisions. To the date of me writing this book in 

2015, this was the single hardest thing I’ve ever been through in my life. The one thing 

I always wanted to do since I was five years old. The only thing that I spent thousands 

of hours doing, my only true dream - gone and destroyed right then and there by one 

person who didn’t believe in me or my morals. Depression, anxiety, defeat, pain, hurt 
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every word that describes life with death was how I felt. I put it in my heart that I would 

prove to these coaches, teammates and myself that I would be more successful than 

any these coaches would ever become.  

 Every semester after that I received straight A’s and 4.0s at this University with the 

President’s Honor Role Certificate to trophy for my mom and dad. I continued to train 

to pursue my passion. In only a few short months I was offered a professional contract 

for a semi – pro team and I accepted it as confirmation that I truly am a great player. I 

shined the entire season, starting in every game and leading the league in assists for 

half the season. I continued my dream traveling around the world to places I never 

thought that I would’ve seen for soccer including the awesome country of Armenia. 

When I returned to the states I received a huge injury while training with a professional 

team in Florida. The time had come and I was finally receiving emails and phone calls 

from professional coaches/scouts in the United States only weeks after I received the 

largest injury I've ever witnessed in my career. Again I was puzzled, I couldn't 

understand “why now?” I was in the best shape of my life but my tendons were torn in 

my ankle. It just didn’t make sense and again I fell into a dark place but somehow this 

time I didn’t fall as hard and I picked myself back up much quicker than before.  

 After college I decided to pursue Corporate America for two reasons, one being I 

was ready to start my life with someone special whom I believed would become my 

wife and second I understood allowing my tendons to heal without permanent 
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alterations in my ankle would take almost two years. I jumped into Corporate America 

as a Software Engineer and at this company is where I as a person began to become 

“Woke”. I ran into the boss one day you know “the big guy” and what he told me was 

very simple but it made me question my whole life for quite a while.  

 He said “Jamison, how are you doing?”  

 I said “I’m doing great.”  

 In my head I was thinking “I’m actually really stressed right now but I don’t want you 

to know that.”  

 I followed by saying “How are you doing today?” 

 His exact words were “living the dream man, just living the dream”.  

 On my drive home from work I began to reflect on what he said earlier that day 

“living the dream…” I quickly began to realize that where I was going with this job I 

would never be living my dream. So I began to think, “what really is my dream? Is my 

dream really to still play professional soccer?” So I pondered it for a few days when I 

came to the conclusion my dream was never just to play professional soccer. My dream 

was actually to attain enormous success in whatever I did, making an enormous amount 

of income, providing more for my family and to do the things we desired to do at any 

moment of our lives. In simple terms, my real dream was to do what I loved doing 

while making millions of dollars freely. 
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 I was sitting on the toilet pondering about my future when I came up with an idea. I 

believe it was given to me through what I'll call positive energy, someone whom I call 

God. I said to myself “the big guy is living the dream because he has his own business, 

and other people are using their time to make him wealthy.” When I was 12 years old I 

was making phenomenal money just cutting grass and I was happy doing what I loved 

– Playing Soccer and making good money. At this moment is when I knew it might be 

time for me to start my own business. And what I heard in my spirit was “why not 

trash?” I laughed and said in my mind I’m not a trash man. Shortly I began to think… 

well why not trash Jamison? I quickly came to the conclusion that doing what other 

people are doing would be like working a 9-to-5 job and sitting in traffic for hours 

every day. The old Corporate America jingle is not working for me. In fact, I despise 

that song. You know what I’m going to do?  Just, Go for it! If it works for the boss then 

it could certainly work for me too. So we did it and we created our very first business 

together.  
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Chapter ONE – The Beginning 

(…my desire didn’t need my passion. My passion needed my desire…) 

 You may be saying to yourself well that’s all well and dandy or who gives a crap 

about your story how do I build success, where are these mind-blowing tools and 

where do I start? Strap in and hold on tight its time for you to be taken on a wild 

journey.  

 I believe success starts with one thing and that’s DESIRE. I have always held one 

thing with me and that was the desire for enormous success and happiness. I believed 

that this level of success was coming through the avenue of my passion; which was 

playing professional soccer. The issue with this belief was that in defining my success I 

never included my passion into this desire in-fact it took years later for me to realize my 

desire didn’t need my passion. My passion needed my desire. When I created my goal 

for success I never would’ve thought it would’ve come through a trash company. So 

what is this desire thing you speak of?  
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Read carefully:  

 Desire is something that is grown and not created, desire is something that cannot 

 be taken away and seems to always have been there. You want true success? Then 

desire is your founding father, it must be your building block. There will be few 

people who read this book who feel that they do not have a burning desire. I would 

encourage you before embarking on your journey to success to find out what your 

burning desire really is. You must define what this desire is or your journey to your 

success will be short and it will be a tragic failure. When you define your desire 

remember that your desire must burn in your soul, your desire must be something 

that when you wake up it’s what you think about when you go to sleep is what you 

wish you had accomplished.  

I think it’s funny when I hear movie stars and athletes say “follow your passion”. I 

respond and say follow your desire. Our passions will change depending on the 

circumstances in our lives but our desire should never change. Your desire is not your 

passion. Your passion is what you love to do and your desire is what you must do. The 

issue for most people is that they define desire as “whants” and no sir/ma’am that’s 

not a typo. Pronounced “Whah-nts” – they are the same things babies and toddlers do 

when they want something. They cry, throw a fit and when they don’t get it they do 

what? Make more noise then eventually quit and cycle around for the repeat. Sound 

like someone you know?  Don’t make your desire a Whant. A want is a want and a 
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desire is a need. I MUST achieve my burning desire. Once your desire is defined and 

ingrained in you now you are ready to create your goal for success.  
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Chapter TWO – Desire 

“Goals before desire will surely get you higher, Desire before goals will surely get 

you Gold!” Jamison Gavin - 2014 

 If you are shaking your head thinking that it’s crazy I believe to succeed you must 

first start with desire, the fact is without desire you will never achieve your goals. There 

will be: roadblocks, obstacles, bad days, worst days, terrible days, day’s when you have 

no money and days you have no friends to lift you up. Without that desire you will not 

make it through all those bad days. Once that desire is burning in your soul and you 

know it MUST be completed then you will know what your goal is.  

 When creating a goal be as specific as possible. For example your goal may be “To 

become a millionaire” or “To become rich to take care of my family”. These goals 

won’t cut the cake. Here is an example of a goal I created a while back. “I Jamison 

Gavin own and drive at my leisure my 2013+ Nissan GTR painted in vibrant red which 

is in pristine condition to and from where ever I want and as long as I want, I am 24 

years young and healthy”. When you create your goals, specificity is a requirement. 

The universe will NOT give you exactly what you ask for. In fact I believe even beyond 

this statement. The universe will grant you the least thing you are willing to accept. The 

Key word here is willing to accept… If you create a goal like the example I gave above 

and you personally are willing to accept getting your GTR at age 32 instead of 24 then 
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more than likely guess when you are going to pull up in your cool GTR? My hypothesis 

is if it happens it’s going to be somewhere around the age of 32 to 34. Try it! In fact 

GO FOR IT.  

 The second most important aspect of creating a goal is creating a goal you actually 

believe you can attain.  A huge part of success is belief. Here are 3 tools and tricks I 

used to earn our new high rise home overlooking beautiful Lake Eola with Floor to 

ceiling windows in Orlando, Florida. This home was a Goal of mine since age 10, I 

wanted to wake up above the clouds and see out overlooking the world for miles. I 

also wanted the first time I lived with my love to be on my wedding night.  Use these 3 

tricks to achieve your goals.  

 

 #1 learn to Visualize: When you visualize your goals you should be imagining 

yourself having the goal or desire achieved in your life. Visualizing your goals for 

example is to actually see yourself driving the car you want or walking into the home of 

your dreams. Imagine you are pulling on those paddle shifters and hearing the rumble 

of 500hp. Go ahead and close your eyes, see yourself opening the doors and getting 

into your dream car. Or coming home to a beautifully designed home overlooking the 

water with your children playing. 

 #2 Learn to Tangible-ize: this one is by far my favorite and a term not yet found in 

the Webster Dictionary so it’s a hidden gem. When I set a goal I go find it, touch it, feel 
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it, look at it, get close to it, smell it, interact with it, I learn to know it. For me it helps 

me better visualize it after I Tangible-ize it. Here is a quick task I want you to do. Look 

around you right now go ahead where-ever you are while reading this. Chances are 

where ever you are right this moment is the least possible place you were willing to 

accept to be. Inevitably what we know is what we are willing to accept. I could go 

much deeper into this tool showing you how well this works but instead I challenge you 

yourself to GO FOR IT. What’s the best thing you could gain? What’s the worst you are 

not willing to lose?  

 Perhaps most uncomfortable for newbies to do is #3 Verbalize it: Speak your goals 

into existence. If you know your goal is to be wealthy then stop saying you are broke! 

You may be saying, “Well Jamison, I am broke” well guess what you are going to stay 

“Broke”. Your mind thinks continuously about what you say and see. There is a reason 

why we dream most nights of related interactions we made earlier that day. Call me 

crazy but also call me wealthy!  

 I have a friend who has been apart of our company since the very beginning and he 

once told me: “Man I’m confused…you say sometimes how things are great and you 

are a multi-millionaire and how much you love driving your GTR”. The thing is, since at 

that time he never saw my 545 HP candy red Nissan GTR and wasn’t full time on salary 

in the business he didn’t understand that I believe all my words are seeds being 

planted to manifest my goals. The single most hindering thing you can do to stop or 
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delay your success besides not “Going for it” is to speak negatively about your goals. 

Never say you don’t have it, and never say you won’t have it. One person asked me 

well where is it [my Nissan GTR], I responded, “I own it, just because you don’t see it 

doesn’t mean it’s not here. I can see it in fact I saw it this morning before I left the 

house”.  
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Chapter THREE – Go For It 

 The third and final step I want to talk about for this eBook is a step that I call GO 

FOR IT!  

 Once you know what your burning desire is and you have your goals you set out to 

attain. It is now time to go for it! I learned in my first two businesses that only once you 

start your business will all the pieces begin to fall into place. An idea, business-plan or 

want will never manifest into something if you don’t just GO FOR IT. At my Alma Mater 

I placed a quote purchased by my parents above my bed. The quote stated “You miss 

100% of the shots you never take”. During my Junior year I thought the quote meant I 

needed to shoot a lot, take more shots and keep shooting. Only through mentorship 

and experience did I learn it wasn’t that we are to make frivolous shots in life or fire at 

every opportunity that we see, instead we are to focus on the task at hand and do what 

ever it takes to achieve our goals.  

 When you're on the third step you should “GO FOR IT” every day and accomplish 

something towards your goals and desires. Every day move forward, every day remind 

yourself, say your name and then say I’m going for it. Do this every night you go to 

sleep, think about what you did not accomplish toward your goals, and continue to 

think about your desires. Every night remind yourself that you must not live another 

day waiting, another day suffering, another day punishing yourself for not achieving 
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what’s inside of you. For those of you who have a dream, a desire or goal and believe 

you have a purpose I challenge you to stop procrastinating and GO FOR IT. If you 

need money find money, if you need a mentor find a mentor, if you need something 

go find it. That’s what every successful entrepreneur had to do, for some it’s been 

easier but for most it’s been a hard journey so don’t think you are any different. In the 

process of going for it you will learn more than any of your friends or any of your critics 

could have ever learned. You will grow faster than you could have ever grown not 

trying to achieve it. Say this “I AM successful as long as I, GO FOR IT!” 
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Special Words to the reader 

  I hope in reading this e-book you learned something that you didn’t already know, 

seriously I hope that you can move forward with something that you weren’t already 

doing. Courtney and I have so much information to give to anyone who has the same 

burning desire to achieve their goals as we do. I want to show individuals and 

especially young leaders that what you desire in life really is attainable. It doesn’t 

matter what it is, whether your burning desire is a penthouse, to learn 3 languages, to 

live out of the country, to own an exotic car, or to have endless Joy and Happiness, 

YOU can attain it. And if you believe that then you really will have it. If you don’t 

believe it then I guarantee you will attain exactly on the heights of your belief.  

Remember whatever you desire right now, whatever is your goal – stop waiting, stop 

suffering, and GO FOR IT.  
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Chapter 4 – A Brief Introduction 

 
My edifying journey to success started in my early childhood. My family is a 

prime example of the “go to college, get good grades, and get a good paying job” 

type of a family. I’d like to think I have always had the desire to live a rewarding life and 

to be financially free. As the oldest of my siblings and living in a family of 7, I always 

had a self-starter mindset in whatever I pursued. What I learned along the way was the 

courage to continue and the determination to succeed.  

My first experience of making money was when I was 10 years old. In the 1990s 

stereos and boom-boxes were a really big deal. It was the coolest thing to be able to 

play music on demand with a CD or cassette and have all your friends listen to the 

music with you. In a K-Mart ad there was a stereo listed for about $100. I remember 

showing my younger siblings the ad and we all knew that this was something we just 

had to have. We weren’t poor but we certainly weren’t rich. We always had enough just 

to get by, anything extra was considered a luxury. 

Therefore we came to the conclusion that we had to find a way to get this stereo 

ourselves. So there came an idea of selling some of our items (toys, coloring books, 

dolls – you name it!) in order to earn enough money to purchase this stereo. They all 

thought it was a great idea and we were set to have our “first sale”. We gathered all of 
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our sellable items and literally went door- to-door in the neighborhood together. We 

made sure we went to the homes that definitely had children, because that was an 

easier sell. We were confident that we could sell to other kids in the neighborhood that 

were our age. I learned in this process that having a “target market” was an essential 

factor to obtaining profitable sales. 

Although we didn’t end up raising the $100 like we had hoped (I think we 

grossed like $14 that day). We got distracted and decided to go play outside for the 

rest of the day. However, I did learn some valuable lessons that I have always kept with 

me: 

1. You can sell almost anything if there’s a need for it in the marketplace or 

create the need to your customer(s). � 

2. Your business idea doesn’t have to be complex in order for it to be successful 

and make money. 

That day I gained a valuable skill “How to assess perceived value”. While we 

were gathering our inventory, we realized that some of our items, such as the coloring 

books, had very low value (especially if used). Those are fairly common and aren’t hard 

to get, I think we priced that at $3. Whereas we had a few items that did have the most 

value. We had this picnic basket that was woven and unique. It clearly was valuable and 
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a unique item that most kids didn’t have and it looked like it took work to create/build 

a picnic basket. We priced it at $15. All in all, even at 10 years old, I understood 

perception and how to value things so we placed a higher price on the basket, which 

would get us much closer to our goal. Even though we didn’t meet our goal, the 

fundamentals I learned about business and working with partners was truly invaluable. 

My interest for business and sales grew as I got older and I enrolled in our high 

school business program. I learned about accounting, accounts receivable/payable, 

assets, liability, net losses, net profits, expenses, and equity. Overtime my interests in 

entrepreneurship and business practices grew stronger. I even told my boss at my job 

(working at Chick-fil-A at the time), that I wanted to use my new skills and knowledge 

from the business program to open up my own franchise one day, he was impressed. I 

worked there continuously through college and after graduating. The owner of the 

company was someone I admired and looked up to as a role model for business. 

There’s one thing that’s for sure, my desire in life was to obtain wealth, success, 

and happiness. Whether that was through entrepreneurship, becoming a research 

scientist, or whatever I pursued I knew that ultimately this was my goal. Now we 

advance to 12 years later and I am receiving my Bachelor’s Degree from the 2nd largest 

university in the nation, the University of Central Florida, at the age of 22. Right after 

college I struggled immensely just to find a decent paying job. I was without a wage-
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earning job for over a year not able to pursue a career in the field of my study. 

Although I was jobless, I was indeed an entrepreneur. A new exciting venture officially 

became a business my last semester in college in January 2012. Jamison (my now 

husband) and I created the business together, he had the idea and I gave him my full 

support. It was a very exciting time and it was also a daunting thing to do, especially as 

a graduating senior. 

During the early grassroots stage of the business, Jamison was working as a 

software engineer for an international, publicly traded technology company. He 

worked fulltime in Corporate America until the business could support us both. 

Eventually it did and we took the leap of faith to pursue our business full-time and take 

it to the next level!  

In the next few chapters I will share with you some of the tips and tricks that 

have helped me to become successful along the way during my entrepreneurial 

journey. Trust me, being an entrepreneur is just that – a journey. May this book help 

you and enlighten you on your journey. 

 

Courtney 
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Chapter 5 – “The Power of Reading” 

As a budding entrepreneur and starting our first business together, I was very 

excited. However, I was also clueless! I had just graduated from UCF and I had just 

finished 4 years of life studying pathogenesis, microbial metabolism and glycolysis – 

not business! I did some research to find out what were some of the habits of 

‘successful people’. I figured if I could study them, then I can be like them too. That’s 

when I discovered that successful people contributed reading as a powerful habit to 

their success. I was intrigued by that. Honestly, I was expecting more. But it gave me 

inspiration and I was thirsty to learn more about what kinds of books these people 

were reading. Heck, successful people must be doing something right and it behooved 

me to at least do what they were doing. 

After reading dozens and dozens of amazing books, I can assure you the power 

of reading is real. The truth is reading unlocks an enormous amount of potential that 

we never knew existed. Why is that? Let me start off by saying that reading is a 

commitment. Most people say they don’t have time to read. I started replacing my TV 

time with reading time. I didn’t even have cable (but thanks to Mom I did have Netflix 

and Hulu). People thought we were crazy for not having cable, but fast forward a few 

years and now they’re the crazy ones for owning a cable box and spending $300+ a 

month on crap.  
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But I digress…I did know some friends and co-workers who are avid readers but 

I found that most of them were reading juicy romance novels or fantasy books. I am not 

discouraging you from reading Fifty Shades of Grey or Harry Potter. In fact, I actually 

think it’s great to read these types of books for recreation and to stay sane, we can 

always work on our business 24/7 and no play. We do need some playtime. However, 

for the majority of the time, it is crucial that we spend time reading books that 

empower us and inspire us to be the best we can be. Books with true substance and 

the ability to change our lives. 

It is essential to read books that are reading meaningful, educational, and 

remarkable. Books that challenge us; books that are refreshing; books that change our 

habits; books that change our life. If you’re like me, I am sure you are wondering how 

do you get started and what books should you be reading? I compiled a list of books 

that I personally read every year. Some may spark your interest, and some may not. 

However, these are books that have worked for me and changed my life in some way. 

Below I start with the types of books that I read daily. 

Guideline on Book Types:� 

•! Business & Finance – learn from those who are already successful and who have 

the things you aspire to have (not from individuals who are not where you want 

to be).� 
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•! Psychology – It is always a great thing to expand your knowledge about people 

and why we do the things we do. Who knows what you may learn or what you 

may gain – it could lead to your next invention or even help you gain more sales 

as you understand the way people think.  

•! Self-Help/Self-Improvement – probably one of my favorites are the self-

improvement books. I love working on myself and fine tuning my skills and my 

mindset. I encourage you to do the same. The more you learn, the more you 

grow. 

•! Leadership – every entrepreneur must be a great leader, period.  

•! Marketing & Sales – even if you aren’t a salesman or in the ‘marketing’ business, 

EVERY business needs excellent sales to be profitable and needs to me 

marketable to even exist. I recommend this type as required knowledge for any 

business owner/entrepreneur.  

 

  If you’re looking for a place to start, then this is it. Pick a topic that intrigues you 

the most. For me, I can read Sales books all day long and have fun. For you, it may be 

Psychology (learning more about human behavior or how to persuade others) or it may 

be Marketing (how to launch an enticing product). Pick one and start somewhere, then 

you’ll work your way up to the other book types. 
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Below are just a few of the books that have literally either changed my life or 

catapulted my success in business. Check out my all time top 5 books.  

Courtney’s Top 5 Books for Entrepreneurs:� 

•! “Think and Grow Rich” by Napoleon Hill��� 

•! “Outliers” by Malcolm Gladwell��� 

•! “Good to Great” by Jim Collins 

•!  “Secrets of the Millionaire Mind” by T. Harv Eker ��� 

•!  “How to Win Friends and Influence People” by Dale Carnegie 

 

  Again this is a recommended list of books that transformed my life and my 

business…and these are just a FEW. Don’t get caught up in the nuances, there are 

dozens and dozens more of authors and books I can recommend but I don’t want to 

overwhelm you. This list is a good start. � 

  Yes, I know, reading sounds boring. Trust me, for me it was a challenge. The old 

me never finished an entire book. You can imagine my excitement when I found out 

that I needed to read in order to be successful and develop good habits and discipline. 

Now I am looking at an average of 8 books per year and hopefully 12 in the near 

future. It’s not a big number, but for someone who never used to read hardly at all, this 

was a huge improvement.  
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  What helped me get to this point was a little bit of discipline and the willingness 

to stick to it. When you have a desire that is so strong, believe me you are willing to do 

whatever it takes to achieve your desire. I strongly believe that when we read we are 

growing, and as we grow we have more potential for more success. �Do you know 

what every successful entrepreneur has in common? �They read on a daily basis.  

When I graduated from college I did not have a “real” job for at least a year 

because I was working in the business. Money was extremely tight for me especially 

since I had about $40,000 of student loan debt. At the time, buying books was 

expensive. I wanted to read all these books but I couldn’t afford $25 - $30 on books. 

Here is how I did it and how you can read the best books for free: 

I would get in my car or find a ride to the nearest bookstore. Once I was there, 

I’d go and round up all the book(s) that I wanted to read, found a quiet comfortable 

place to sit, I packed some snacks, and stayed there for a couple hours in the 

bookstore.  

EXPERT TIP: I have found that some of the quietest places to read are the children 

areas inside the bookstore.  

I did this for months (actually, I still do this today). There is NO excuse and there 

should be nothing stopping you from reading. Go to your library, go to the bookstore, 
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download a sample on your phone or tablet. Whatever it takes. 

ACTION STEP: 

Here is your challenge: this week within the next 24 hours go to a local 

bookstore/library for at least one hour and pick up a new book (based on my 

suggestions). Make it a habit to read at least once a day. Again, it’s FREE. The only 

thing it costs of you is your time and your willingness to actually do it. 
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Chapter 6 – Business Mentor 

One of the fastest ways you can jump-start success in your business is by having 

a business mentor. I believe having a mentor is essential and the reason is very simple. 

The right mentor can expedite your success that previously would have taken you years 

to accomplish. They have the firsthand knowledge, expertise, wisdom, and connections 

that you may not have as a new entrepreneur. 

Having the right mentor is absolutely priceless. When I say mentor, I am 

referring to an individual who you may consider successful and/or an expert in their 

field. Let’s say for example you want your business to earn over $250,000 within the 

first three years. I would recommend that your business mentor has achieved that 

amount of revenue in their own business. The numbers are arbitrary, but what I want 

you to understand is this: If you want to get to Point A, learn from someone who has 

already been to Point A, B, and C. A mentor can you save you a lot of time, trouble, 

mistakes, and failures because they have already experienced where you are today. 

They have a much better idea of what to do and what not to do. 

I was once heard from a wise millionaire to never take advice from a broke 

person. Sounds silly and obvious, right? Of course it does, however we don’t want to 

fall into the trap of getting advice from the wrong people, including family. Everyone 
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has an opinion and everyone wants to be heard. However, not everyone’s advice is the 

best advice. Not everyone is qualified to be a great mentor. In a few moments, I will 

provide you with a mentor guideline to help you find the one you need. 

Before you start interviewing mentors, first decide what your areas of focus are. 

When Jamison and I were seeking mentorship, we knew firsthand what our focuses 

areas were. For us it was cash flow management. Our company was literally growing at 

1,000 miles per hour and we were encouraged by our board of advisors to find a local 

business mentor who was an expert in ‘cash flow’ since we were growing at an 

unbelievable rate. The same goes for you. Figure out beforehand what you are seeking 

from your mentor. Are you looking for a mentor whose an expert in marketing, human 

resources, how to write business plans, etc. The reason for this is because your mentor 

may not be a one-size-fits-all type of mentor. You may need more than one mentor for 

the different areas that you need help with.  

Mentor Guideline: 

 

Experience 

•! What is their track record? How many businesses did they start; how many did 
they sell? How businesses were successful, how many were failures? 

Industry 

•! What industries has this individual served in? Retail, Professional �Services, 
Journalism, etc.  
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Skills 

•! What is their expertise? Are they masters of marketing, sales, business growth, 
financials, etc.  

Accomplishments 

•! Have they received any awards? Were they recognized for their success? Have 
they been featured in publications, the press/media? What is their reputation in 
the industry? 

Community Involvement 

•! Are they involved in the community? Are they well connected?�How do they 
network with others? Members of organizations, chambers of commerce, private 
clubs, etc? � 

 

  All of these factors are equally important as they give you a basic outline of what 

this individual can bring in your business. When you meet with a mentor for the first 

time don’t be afraid to ask them questions or find out more information about them. 

Remember, you want to be sure that this person is fit for you and your business. Keep 

in mind that depending on the type of mentor that you have, some of these things may 

or may not apply, after all this is just a guide. 

EXPERT TIP: Never take advice from someone who hasn’t achieved the level of 

success you are seeking to achieve. You wouldn’t take marriage advice from someone 

who has been divorced three times would you? You want someone who has been 

there, done that, and SUCCEEDED not failed.  

The overall goal of a business mentor is to provide you with business insight and tools 
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that will guide you in your journey to growth and success. 

Some of you may be thinking “having a mentor sounds great but I can’t afford a 

mentor” or “I don’t know anyone personally that could help me.” I want you to stop 

right there and look beyond your limitations. Your business mentor doesn’t have to be 

a billionaire or even a millionaire; however I encourage you to have an open-mind. 

They just have to be someone who has accomplished the same thing that you want to 

accomplish. It’s understandable that you may not know Bill Gates or Oprah Winfrey 

personally. That’s not the point. 

I want you to know that there are many successful business owners who are 

eager to help mentees like you, sometimes at no cost. You would be surprised! Most 

mentors are willing to work with you. If you still think you “can’t afford it”, you can offer 

something else in return instead of money. Perhaps you can offer your time, or offer to 

teach the mentor’s son soccer lessons in return for monthly mentor sessions. 

Remember, it’s not always about money.  

Looking for a Mentor? Hire Courtney Gavin. 

If you’re struggling to find a mentor and you want to dig deeper, consider hiring 

Courtney as your mentor. To book a session with Courtney, visit her website at 

CourtneyGavin.com  
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Fortunately, Jamison and I have a Board of Advisors for our business whom we 

meet with on a quarterly basis. Our board members are quite diverse as they 

collectively hold various high positions in their careers and/or business such as 

banking/finance, VP Corporate Executive, real estate investors, government officials, 

and tax specialists. It was actually our Board who encouraged us to seek local mentors 

for additional resources and information on business growth and success. Here are a 

few ways that you can get started today to find a local business mentor: 

1. Small Business Administration (www.SBA.gov) – this organization was created to be a 

great source for small and start-up businesses to get to the next level. The SBA 

eventually lead me to the next organization SCORE. 

2. SCORE (www.SCORE.org) – a non-profit organization and excellent resource who 

specialize in giving small business advice. SCORE is filled with dedicated business and 

career mentors who volunteer their time to help you grow your business. You can view 

the mentor’s profile and learn more about their success and achievements. The best 

part is that it’s all free. There is no excuse for not getting the help you need! 

If you feel you are still struggling to find a great mentor that meets your needs, I 

have a surprising solution for you. Consider reaching out to an old boss. Consider 

reaching out to the owner, CEO, or President of your current employer. Many of these 

types of individuals know what it takes to build a great business, how to manage 
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people, generating millions in revenue, and more. What’s even better is that these 

individuals may already know you personally – in which you are now steps ahead and 

on your way to success. You will be amazed to see the abounding opportunities in 

finding a business mentor. You really do have more resources than you really think. Of 

course, you can hire me to be your mentor. I work with clients of all ages and all sorts 

of industries. Go to my website for more information on mentorship.  

ACTION STEP: 

Before proceeding to the next chapter, write down 3 potential individuals or 

organizations you will reach out to for business mentorship within the next 5 days. Ask 

yourself why you chose these 3 individuals and make sure you go through the 

guideline to ensure they’re qualified to mentor you. Then, all you have to do is Go For 

It and ask them to be your mentor. What do you have to lose? What are you waiting 

for? Remember, the only thing keeping you from your own success…is YOU! 
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Chapter 7 – Success Journal 

Some of you can guess right away what a Success Journal is. Yes, it is quite self-

explanatory yet it’s a personal favorite of mine that is quite powerful beyond belief. I 

originally learned about the success journal from a seminar that I attended about 

wealth and success. The speaker himself, who is a millionaire, shared with us how he 

got started on his journey and the Success Journal was a useful tool when he started. 

Right away, I was hooked and ready to start. Hopefully you are too! 

This is how the success journal works: Every night we are to write five (5) entries 

that state what you’ve accomplished that day. You can use an actual journal or you can 

use a notes app on your phone, whatever works for you. Some of the examples they 

gave at the seminar included: made up the bed; cooked breakfast for my wife; read 

one chapter of Think and Grow Rich. These are small, basic achievements but the size 

of the achievement doesn’t matter at all. It’s about building the habit and also 

recognizing your small wins. Here’s what your Success Journal could look like:  

7/1/2014'Tuesday:'

#1'I'read'Courtney'and'Jamison’s'eBook'this'morning'for'30'minutes.�'

#2'I'completed'two'pages'of'my'new'Business'Plan.�'

#3'I'exceeded'my'goal'of'contacting'10'clients'today'and'contacted'14.''

#4'I'made'an'appointment'to'meet'with'a'mentor'for'my'startHup'company.''

#5'I'purchased'my'domain'for'my'business'website.�'
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When you start your Success Journal I encourage you to write down whatever 

achievement that is significant to you and related to your goals. It doesn’t matter how 

big or how small the achievement may be. Write it down in your journal each and every 

night. Write a minimum of five entries, the date, and itemize each entry. For inspiration, 

sometimes I will go back a few days and look at all the success I have achieved in just 

one week. It will amaze you to see how much progress you will make in a matter of a 

few days! 

Success breeds success and overtime you will see that success becomes easy. 

But first, you have to have a success. Small successes lead to bigger successes which 

eventually take you to your goal. For instance, for me it was important that I reach my 

sales goals (contacting a minimum of 20 clients that day). Every day I would make sure 

that I hit that number and when I did I immediately wrote that down in my success 

journal. I found myself reaching my goal everyday and therefore I INCREASED my sales 

goals to 30. Next thing I know, I had a surplus of clients wanting our services and 

contracts were getting signed. Do you see how this works? The journal forces you to 

have success and then eventually you reach that achievement and you’re on to your 

next goal – amazing! 

The Success Journal was one of the fastest ways I catapulted my success in 

business and in my personal life. In 2013, the year I implemented the Success Journal 
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for the first time, our business grew 700% in terms of sales and gross revenue. Yes, that 

is the truth! Our business saw nothing but tremendous growth and revenue. It was 

amazing to witness the power of the Success Journal. Because of my success I am such 

an advocate for this journal. It costs almost nothing to create, all it takes is discipline to 

keep track and actually do it. Not only that, the journal actually forced me to make sure 

I had some sort of achievement to write in my book, otherwise I’d be disappointed in 

myself if I had nothing to write. 

ACTION STEP: 

Before you move forward with this eBook, begin writing in your Success Journal today. 

It’s simple, easy, and free. Start your journal on your Smartphone, your tablet, or pen 

and paper. Start anywhere and start today. You can begin implementing these steps 

not now but RIGHT now in your daily life. So tell me Entrepreneur, what are you 

waiting for?! 
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Final Remarks 

For those of you who don't know where to start you can start small and simple 

today. I know for some of you it has been years since you have pursued your desire. 

Heck, for some of you it may be necessary to re-discover what your true desires are 

because it has been that long. I have a simple three-letter phrase for you: “GO FOR 

IT”.  

Start now with these simple, yet powerful tools and you will begin to realize how 

easy it is to be successful. By following these steps, I can assure you that doors will 

begin to open in your life that you never knew could. It will amaze you to see how 

great you really are in this world and I am sure you will discover something new about 

yourself. All it takes is to have a little success after another, next thing you know you’ve 

built an empire. Do yourself a favor and GO FOR IT! 

 

For more books, my blog, training/consulting sessions, and more about me: 

www.CourtneyGavin.com 


